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Source: Study for DTTAS

Review of Future Capacity Needs at Ireland’s State Airports

• Full report (minor redactions) available at dttas.ie website

• Prime contractor – Oxford Economics, subcontracting CEPA and 

Taylor Airey (technical experts)

• Vol 1 – Dublin, Shannon, Cork (Oxford Economics)

– Demand Forecasts

– Capacity Assessments (assistance of Taylor Airey)

• Vol II – Dublin Airport only (CEPA)

– Timeframe, sizing and location of additional terminal capacity

– Financial and regulatory frameworks

• This presentation based mainly on the financial and regulatory 

section of the report, written by CEPA
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Some Dublin-specific factors
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At Dublin, an entrepreneur owning suitable land has applied for planning permission to build a terminal

• Some space for terminal expansion/new terminal on eastern campus, but ultimately airport will need to expand into 
the western area, at least for a satellite pier.

• Main broader planning issue is capacity of motorways to E and S – a traffic planning study is assessing the value of 
road access to the W, etc.

• Combining land parcels would allow more efficient scheme and better future-proofing.

- Approx position of private 

land parcel: adjacent to 

perimeter fence and SW apron

- Could accommodate 12m pax

terminal and stands, with 

access road to the west

- Entrepreneur intends an 

upmarket terminal for 

premium airline customers

- Would need inter-terminal 

connection

- Claim lawful access right

- Airport also owns some 

patches of land in the area

Committed new 
runway

57ha of 

private 

land

SpaceSp
ace
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Motivation: unbundling the airport

Many utilities have increased competition and improved cost and service through unbundling

• Some unbundling is already common at airports – though far from universal

– Ground handling

– Retail services

– Aircraft fuel

– Lounge services

– ATC

• At an airport, we need to distinguish which user we are offering choice

– The passenger’s choice for many airport services is necessarily mediated by their airline

– The passenger’s choice for many services not mediated by an airline are already unbundled

– Airline choice is often restricted, and the main focus for further unbundling

• Most unbundled terminal finance/op schemes give choice to the airport operator, not airline
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Unbundling: success factors

Some unbundled arrangements in utilities/transport have been a success, others less so

• Unbundling is successful only when it offers meaningful additional choice to someone

– Unbundling in energy: separates generation, transmission, distribution, system operation, supply –

generally supply is the key choice point for most end-users, but suppliers have choices

– Unbundling in telecommunications: facilitated a proliferation of service offers and improvements

• Unbundling is less successful when increased interface costs exceed competition benefits

– Unbundling retail from domestic water services:

▪ only small part of total cost (<10%)

▪ competing retailers cannot offer customers meaningful distinctions in the service

– Unbundling train operation and rolling stock provision in rail

▪ meaningful cost savings in operations in competition for the market (choice to funding party)

▪ some potential for on-rail competition (choice to customer)

▪ maintenance unbundling now reversed (data on condition, responsibility for safety)

▪ many complex interfaces produces controversy over whether gains justify extra cost
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Unbundling: suitability of the business

There needs to be a reason why the unbundled business overcomes the cost of setting it up

• Reason can be:

– Operating only – deliver efficiency – eg standard FM contracting out

– Capital and operating – eg FBOM type deal

– Commercial – creates competition to offer users choice, can be operating or capital

• FBOM requires sufficient scale and a sufficient on-going interest for suitability

– PFI for schools and hospitals was mainly expensive finance because insufficient long-run interest

– For unique deals, capital scale at least £250m-£500m to justify the bespoke financing activity

– At a large enough airport, scale suggests FBOM can in principle cover activities like

▪ ATC – commonly done – client looks like airline, but mediated by airport

▪ Baggage system – client looks like airline, but mediated by airport

▪ Runway and other airfield surfaces and services – interesting thought maybe

▪ A whole terminal – number of different potential institutions – see case studies following

• The major development would be to unbundle the terminal in a way that gives airlines choice
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Case studies of further airport unbundling (1)
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Entrepreneurial examples usually have some exclusivity: eg airline-aligned terminals, single common user terminal, domestic 
terminal.  Toronto was “fully unbundled” but experiment cut short 

New York JFK Toronto Pearson Lagos Murtala Mohamed 

   

6 terminals:  5 airline-aligned.  One, T4, operated by 

Schiphol Group, is a non-aligned “common user” 

terminal. 

T3 opened in 1991 as a privately owned and 

operated terminal.  T1 is an aligned terminal.  T2 is 

operated by the airport.  T3 was bought back in 

1997. 

T2 (domestic) was privately built, owned and 

operated. The airport operator retained control of 

retail concessions in the terminal.  

Major users/alliances have at various times had the 

option to take over or build a terminal. 

Non-aligned users can negotiate access to any 

terminal, but generally the main tenants of aligned 

terminals will prioritise their own operations over 

secondary tenants.  At T4, airlines are treated equally. 

T3 is often described as the first independently 

built and operated terminal.  It was a common user 

terminal, with Canadian as “anchor tenant”. 

T1 was a STAR-aligned terminal.  T2 was cramped, 

hurriedly created out of an existing building, and 

seen as an inferior option. 

Bicourtney, a Nigerian infrastructure company, won 

a PPP concession to build the terminal, considered 

the finest in Nigeria. 

It has exclusive rights to domestic operations, but 

this is not entirely observed. It does not receive the 

share of retail concession profits it is entitled to. 

Aligned users have choice, but only limited 

opportunities to exercise it. The non-aligned may have 

little real choice.  

Aligned users enjoyed choice.  Unclear how much 

choice other users had in practice between T2 and 

T3. 

Bicourtney was granted domestic exclusivity to 

make the PPP financially adequate – lowers financial 

risk. 

Many intermediate US airports have 2 terminals, one 

aligned, one common user, which offers choice largely 

to the main airport user. 

The experiment terminated early.  As far as we are 

aware, the reason was political rather than any 

indication the terminal was in difficulty or causing 

competition detriments. 

Bicourtney has not made a satisfactory return.  This, 

other legal harassment, and contractual non-

compliance by the authorities, has made other PPPs 

in Nigeria hard to let.   
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Case studies of further airport unbundling (2)
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Two examples of airline co-finance; two where the airport itself is the customer - common
 

Munich Prague Václav Havel Birmingham Budapest Ferenc Liszt 

    

T2 is financed and operated by a 

60/40-JV between the airport and 

Lufthansa. 

T2 was let as a private finance deal.  

To the user, the airport operated as 

a seamless whole. 

T2 “Eurohub” (open 1991) had external 

co-finance, including from BA.  2010, 

airport took over and refinanced to 

remodel the site. 

2 terminals were operated under PFI 

arrangements from 1997 to 2001, when 

the state expropriated them to make a 

whole airport deal. 

T2 operates as STAR-aligned 

terminal. 

T2 was designated for all Schengen 

traffic.  Later this changed, so the 

deal may been extinguished. 

BA initially took an exclusive lease, but 

later reduced its interest, as it cancelled 

its hub plan. 

Airlines allocated to terminals by 

nationality. 

Aligned airlines have choice, not 

others. 

Appears to have provided no user 

choice. 

BA exercised choice.  For a period 

other airlines may have had choice, as 

BA reduced its interest. 

Appears to have provided no user choice. 

The airline partnership was critical 

to financial success.  EC dismissed a 

competition complaint by Ryanair. 

This is a common method of 

introducing private finance – choice 

to the airport, not the user 

The airline partnership was critical to 

financial success. Evolved to a looser 

arrangement, but ultimately ended. 

A part airport solution may have unduly 

restricted the whole airport solution that 

was needed.  
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Learning from case studies
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Commercial risk is a major issue in institutional design: financiers often require some assurance over demand

Structures observed for independently operated 

terminals  

Comments 

Airline or alliance terminal, run and operated by that 

airline or alliance.  May admit other users on commercial 

terms. 

Common in the US.  The airline/alliance can operate the terminal to its own taste.  Requires sufficient 

scale to be attractive to the airline.  Also sufficient scale for a separate common user terminal alongside. 

Finance and operate – no commercial exposure, the 

airport appears a seamless whole to the user 

Common method of introducing private finance into an airport without any adjustment to the standard 

operating model 

Finance, operate and commercial exposure with an 

exclusivity to a certain class of airlines (eg, domestic 

terminal) 

Commonly seen as an arrangement for an airport as a whole.  Taking on commercial risk at a single 

terminal is higher risk, but exclusivity is often required to make the opportunity sufficiently feasible 

Finance, operate and commercial exposure by joint 

venture between a commercial operator and an airline or 

alliance.  May admit other users on commercial terms. 

A half way house between an airline terminal and a commercial terminal.  The joint venture assures the 

operator that anchor tenant isn’t leaving, and thus reduces the level of risk.  Sometimes, eg Munich, 

Birmingham, the commercial element is the airport itself, or part of the consortium.  Typically arises when 

even the airport itself finds the project too risky to raise finance on its own.  The airline connection 

reduces risk. 

Finance, operate and commercial exposure for a 

common user terminal in an otherwise aligned airport 

Whilst this is not a formal exclusivity, in practice the common user terminal can expect to serve most or 

all non-aligned airlines.  This is the arrangement at JFK T4, and similar to what happened at Toronto 

Pearson T3 for a while.  We nevertheless see that such operators are pleased to have a substantial anchor 

tenant. 
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What about entrepreneurial terminals?
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Offering maximum choice to most airport users necessitates “entrepreneurial terminal”  

• The voluntary application to build entrepreneurially challenges conventional wisdom 

that some risk reduction mechanism, eg partial exclusivity, is necessary

• But would make airline deals - would it transition to an airline-aligned terminal, with 

choice for the few not the many?

• Is entrepreneur hoping to get part way into build then demand advantages, when its 

completion becomes critical for capacity?  Aim to sell out to airport?

• It is costly for airlines to operate from multiple terminals, and to move terminal, so space 

issues and switching costs may limit depth of competition

• Airlines differ in their impact and requirements of different aspects of terminal capacity,  

eg Dublin recently refitted part of T1 to move a premium airline from T2 to T1, as 

specialising T2 for premium airlines had filled some parts of it

• Once you have one entrepreneurial terminal, the regulatory infrastructure exists to 

convert others, and this may enable deeper competition

Necessary, but maybe not sufficient – there are impediments to active competition
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Regulatory issues with an entrepreneurial terminal
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Equity of access to the airfield presents regulatory issues similar to other unbundled utilities.

Regulatory issues Comments 

Equity of access and charging for airfield. Would require unbundled charge for airfield access. 

May require formal accounting separation, or more, to demonstrate fair cost allocation. 

Complex interface and allocation issues – numerous shared services it would be inefficient to duplicate. 

ATC controlling airfield movements and runway access generally already independent. 

Stranded assets/labour Large increment of capacity might attract substantial business from other terminals, cream-skim best 

business, and leave them unable to cover costs at present charge, with excessive workforce. 

Not materially different to issues commercial airports experience, eg in recessions. 

Market power regulation As airport fills up, the competing operator may gain some market power.  Has no obligation to expand its 

capacity.  Might start expanding its capacity, deterring others from doing so, and then take advantage of its 

situation. 

Given situation is more pro-competitive than a monopoly provider, seems more benign situation overall, 

competition authority exists as a backstop solution. 

Strategic airport management Important issues in making effective use of a constrained site.  Independent terminal might act in a way to 

make inefficient use of land, or retain control of future developments. 

Development permissions would need to be managed in a way to promote future efficient development 

of the site. 

Bankruptcy risk Given the large sunk costs, in most cases where a terminal is useful it should often be refinanceable.  But 

it could fail to make even a primary return.  In such cases, given the strategic value of the site, it may be 

advisable to have powers to designate an operator of last resort to take over the terminal and ensure the 

orderly/efficient development of the airport. 

Preserving airline choice Can the terminal become exclusive to certain airlines, as at JFK?  Is the obligation to serve applied only to 

the existing airport, or does this terminal share some of that obligation? 
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Institutional structures for entrepreneurial terminals
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How much strategic control of the airport should be retained by a central authority?

Alternative entrepreneurial structures Comments 

New terminals 

A new terminal designed and built by an entrepreneur 

Existing airport continues in common ownership 

Independent terminal charged an unbundled access 

charge 

Design-build allows new entrepreneur to customise the terminal to its business model and maximise 

efficiency gain 

Concern about equity between an independent terminal and airport-owned terminals in terms of access 

to airfield services and pricing 

The airport designs and builds a terminal and then offers 

it to a commercial operator to take over on full 

commercial terms 

Proposed and rejected for Dublin T2, mainly because at the time there was an urgency to open new 

capacity 

Maintains a strategic planning structure, and cheap regulated finance 

Loses the entrepreneurial/efficiency gain that arises from a third party designing and building a terminal 

A strategic airport manager describes opportunity to a 

third party to build a terminal, defining broad aspects of 

geography, and some business restrictions. 

Aim is to preserve long term strategic interest of the 

airport, set out obligations, might also in practice serve 

to limit risk to some degree given restrictions on others 

Attempts to build a middle way between the above two options, to try and get the best of both worlds. 

Is there a feasible middle way or will it collapse on its own contradictions? 

Existing terminals 

Existing terminals offered to entrepreneurs/airlines to 

take over 

Airfield operator acts as unbiased system operator and 

provider of common services 

Nature of contract/selection process to take over terminals? 

Financial feasibility of terminals, risk issues, possible capital write-offs 

If terminals become signed up to specific airlines, where does the obligation to newcomers lie? 

Process for expanding airport later? 

Role for a strategic airport manager in directing development of airport? 
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Conclusions: Entrepreneurial terminals are possible
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But there are risks, and has not really been done before

• The willingness of an entrepreneur at Dublin seems to prove the potential for it

– Regulatory arrangements similar to other unbundled utilities would be required – messy and 

learning by doing over airports issues, but no show-stoppers

– Usual fringe of difficult issues/imperfections requiring trade-offs

– But at least the situation is a step forward from pure monopoly, “nice problems to have”

– Long term strategic development of the airport probably most important (qv Budapest)

• Competition between airports is simpler, it is relevant that Dublin is a one airport market

• Various stakeholders oppose it for unsurprising reasons

• Competition might end up muted – the terminal would want to carve out a secure business

• Terminal may try to position itself to obtain some control over future developments
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